
Offering degree programs inside correctional facilities present

a multitude of complexities for academic institutions. In 2016,

Rutgers University School of Criminal Justice began offering a

Bachelor of Arts in Justice Studies to incarcerated students at

several New Jersey state prisons. In 2018, several of our

students successfully completed the program while in

confinement. As the Associate Dean of Academic Programs for

the School of Criminal Justice, the administrator of all of the

prison education program’s academic functions, and a

primary point of contact for the program’s external partners

and stakeholders, I will discuss the process of implementing

the prison education program at the School of Criminal

Justice, as well as the wide range of issues related to adapting

courses to the prison classroom while ensuring parity between

inside and outside programs and administering a degree

program designed to empower students to explore social

justice themes in an inherently confined environment. This

session will also focus on the challenges and opportunities

involved in balancing the academic interests of the students

and instructional passions of faculty with the security

constraints of the Department of Corrections.
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The Bachelor of Arts in Justice Studies empowers students to

explore problems of justice in multiple domains -- including not

only crime and responses to crime, but also the social distribution

of resources and opportunities, problems of human rights and

human dignity, and international and comparative ideas of justice

that extend beyond the criminal law.  This degree prepares

students for citizenship in a multicultural, global society, where

justice is a core area of contested thinking. It will also prepare

students for advanced study in various disciplines that touch on

problems of justice, socially and theoretically.

 

Sample Program Courses 

The Pursuit of Justice | Inequality | Ethical and Philosophical

Foundations | Gender, Crime, and Justice | Race and Crime | Mass

Incarceration and Collateral Consequences |Miscarriages of Justice
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DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THE ROSE
THAT GREW FROM A CRACK IN

THE CONCRETE?
 

PROVING NATURE'S LAW IS
WRONG IT LEARNED TO WALK

WITH OUT HAVING FEET.
 

FUNNY IT SEEMS, BUT BY
KEEPING ITS DREAMS,IT

LEARNED TO BREATHE FRESH
AIR.

 
LONG LIVE THE ROSE THAT

GREW FROM CONCRETE
WHEN NO ONE ELSE EVER

CARED.
 

-TUPAC SHAKUR


